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FADE IN:

SCENE 1 - SKY

In a clear blue sky with some clouds, a FIGHTER PLANE zooms 
in from over head, quickly followed by a SECOND FIGHTER 
PLANE.

As we follow the action consistently tracking the Second 
Fighter Plane (like a video game), it opens fire while the 
First Fighter Plane does some cartwheels, spinning around 
while diving a little to avoid the gunfire.

The Second Fighter Plane dives after the First Fighter 
Plane, keeping on its tail.

There’s a little side-to-side swerving before the Second 
Fighter Plane opens fire again.

The First Fighter Plane dives again and the Second Fighter 
Plane follows. We see ground for the first time and we’re 
heading for it fast. Before hitting the ground, the Second 
Fighter Plane pulls up hard just enough to skim over the 
ground and swerve through some buildings, still chasing the 
First Fighter Plane.

At this point, we pull out a bit more and see...

SCENE 2 - CING AND KUS’ HOME

It’s all playing out on a TV screen and that it really is 
all just a video game.

KUS is sitting on his little sack, handling the controls 
very actively and animatedly, tapping on the firing 
console.

SCENE 3 - The Game

The Second Fighter Plane opens fire again while shooting 
off a couple of missiles!

The missiles track after the First Fighter Plane for a 
moment before making contact. The First Fighter Plane 
explodes in a huge ball of flames as the Second Fighter 
Plane flies right through.

SCENE 4 - ON KUS

KUS
(excitedly)

Whooo! Bring it on, mon!

SCENE 5 - The Game



Kus’ plane flies through the fireball and there’s now 
another plane ahead of him, that pulls upward. Kus’ plane 
follows.

SCENE 6 - CING AND KUS’S HOME - HALL

As we see Kus animatedly fidgeting with his control unit, 
CING, who has been sitting in his chair reading the 
newspaper, looks excitedly.

CING
Did you see this, Kus? AsianAir 
Airlines is giving away free 
tickets to Langkawi! No hidden 
fees, no fuel surcharge and no 
airport tax. 

Kus barely twitches.

KUS
There is always a catch with 
these no-frills budget airlines. 
And why would we be going to 
Langkawi for anyway?

CING
It’s a free trip. Besides, 
Langkawi has some beautiful 
beaches.

KUS
(uninterested)

And what do we have to do to get 
this marvelous trip for free.

SCENE 7 - On Cing

Cing looks deeply into the paper... and he panics.

CING
We have to be a the counter with 
the advertisement in hand today!

SCENE 8 - Wide on Cing and Kus

Cing zips, grabbing Kus by the arm and zip out the door. 
Kus still holding to his controller that is yanked from the 
player (we need this later, so show it but don’t have to 
emphasise - like the wire zipping after the two of them).

CUT TO:
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SCENE 9 - CING AND KUS’ HOME - EXT.

VAN starts up and zooms off.

CUT TO:

SCENE 10 - AIRPORT - EXT.

We can see planes landing and taking off with ridiculous 
speed. We can also see Van pulling up to the airport.

CUT TO:

SCENE 11 - AIRPORT - INT.

(Intercut between the LADY at the counter and the 
customers, Start Wide as establishing shot)

Cing and Kus are at the AsianAir Airlines counter behind a 
nervous looking customer (FLOPPY). The lady behind the 
counter is smiling pleasantly.

LADY
Yes, we do have a smoking section 
on the plane. We believe in 
catering to all customers. Would 
you like a smoking ticket?

Floppy is a little more relaxed

FLOPPY
Yes please.

The lady haves over a ticket that is actually smoking a 
cigerette.

LADY
Have a nice trip, sir.

Floppy takes the smoking ticket with a smile.

FLOPPY
Thank you.

And he moves off. Cing and Kus move up to the counter.

LADY
And how may I help you fine 
gentlemen today?

Cing holds up the newspaper excitedly.

CING
We want the free ticket to 
Langkawi! We want the free 
tickets!
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LADY
Oh, my, You two are just in time. 
The plane is boarding now!

She hands them two tickets for free.

Kus is still a little suspicious.

KUS
Really, just like that?

LADY
Yes, Our advertisement says we 
will give away free tickets when 
you present the advertisement at 
this counter. We just don’t 
promise it would be seats you 
would like.

(beat)
Would you like to upgrade to our 
economy saver plan? Only 10 
dollars.

Kus is about to answer when Cing covers Kus’ mouth and with 
a very serious nonchalant look...

CING
No.

And Cing drags Kus away towards the terminal entrance.

CUT TO:

SCENE 12 - PLANE INTERIOR

It’s a fairly small plane with the cockpit having a small 
door-like passageway with no door. There are maybe 21 
passengers, three seats per row (like a bus, two on one 
side and a single on the other). We see all seats are full 
(with some familiar faces) as we zip past them to the very 
back just past the kitchenette where Cing and Kus are 
sitting on hard planks bolted to the floor, their backs to 
the wall and facing each other. Their seat-belts are simple 
ropes tied around their waists. Kus is obviously displeased 
while Cing tries to appear happy about it.

KUS
10 dollars, mon, and we could be 
sitting in one of those chairs 
with a real seat-belt instead of 
being tied to the plane itself!

CING
The point of getting something 
for free is because it’s FREE. 
You don’t complain about it.
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The intercom comes on. The CAPTAIN (who looks like Big 
Didi) is speaking.

CAPTAIN
Welcome aboard AsianAir Arilines 
to Langkawi. I am your pilot, 
Captain Offisser. With me is my 
co-pilot, Officer Keptin.

CO-PILOT
Hallo! Our flight today will take 
about an hour but we have reports 
of bad weather ahead that might 
slow us down.

CAPTAIN
Don’t worry, you’re in good hands- 
oops, watch it..

CO-PILOT
Ow! Don’t hit me with that! I 
told you not to drink, you can’t 
even hold the mike properly, you 
senile old coot!

CAPTAIN *
Me, senile? You’re even older *
than I am! And I can drink you *
under the table anytime! *

CO-PILOT *
At least my hand’s not trembling *
and I don’t need glasses that are *
two inches thick. *

Kus and Cing look at each other fearfully.

CAPTAIN *
Don’t give me that. You’re not 
even supposed to be here with 
your license suspended.
Oh... is it still on.

(beat)
A-Hem. Sorry about that folks. 
Just a little joke.

(whispers)
Turn it off. Turn it off!

Cing and Kus lean forward and look towards the cockpit. 

SCENE 13 - The Cabin

Looking down the aisle, we notice that all the passengers 
are looking towards the cockpit with the open door.

The Captain and Co-Pilot look back - all smiles. The 
Captain waves back, his fingers are crossed.
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CAPTAIN (CONT’D)
Really... don’t worry. We’ll get 
you there safe and sound!

SCENE 14 - THE BACK OF THE PLANE

Kus looks back at Cing with a sly expression, arms crossed. *

KUS
Still think we shouldn’t 
complain, mon?

CUT TO:

SCENE 15 - RUNWAY

The plane zooms along the runway, takes off and drops - 
bounces a couple of times (like some big bird hopping about 
while flapping its wings, trying to take off, so the wheels *
look like they’re running)... *

Even as the plane is doing that, we intercut with the 
interior of the plane:

First cut, the passengers are bouncing a little in their 
seats. We can notice JING and his little girl. The little 
girl is enjoying the bouncing, laughing gleefully.

Second Cut, we see Cing and Kus not just bouncing about but 
also going off in all directions despite being tied to the 
plane itself - it doesn’t help and it looks very painful.

...and then on the last bounce, it manages to stay up and 
starts to climb.

CUT TO:

SCENE 16 - SKY

The plane climbs into view and then holds steady as the 
clouds build up around it and slowly get darker. No blue 
skies

CUT TO:

SCENE 17 - PLANE INTERIOR (CABIN / BACK OF THE PLANE)

Things are still a little bumpy for most. We can see the 
stewardess pushing a cart along the aisle and serving.

CAPTAIN
(voice over intercom, 
sounds like he’s 
munching)
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We are now at cruising altitude 
and things are a bit bumpy. If 
you look out the window, you’ll 
see nothing because all those big 
black clouds are in the way. 
Meanwhile, the food is being 
served for those of you who paid 
for it. You cheap-skates who took 
the free tickets, you get none of 
this tasty tuna casserole ala *
mode, unless you want to buy some *
refreshments from our stewardess.

CO-PILOT
(over intercom, also 
munching)

Yes, it is delicious tuna *
casserole, but the chicken ala *
king is also good! *

Even as the Captain is speaking (as background noise), we 
zoom in on Cing and Kus. They are still bouncing about, but 
not in sync with the plane, so they are getting whacked 
every which way.

SCENE 18 - On Kus / Back of The Plane

Kus starts untying his ‘seat-belt’.

KUS
This is insanination, mon. 

He manages to get to his feet and starts rubbing his ass.

KUS (CONT’D)
My poor butt can’t take anymore 
of that banging around.

Cing refuses to budge or acknowledge anything. Still in his 
sitting position, legs stretched forward and arms crossed 
defiantly.

CING
You rats are such wimps who can’t 
take a little bit of discomfort. 
That’s why we cats are far 
superior.

Kus doesn’t bother to argue and just walks away towards the 
cabin. 

The moment he’s gone, Cing starts massaging his own butt 
with a pained look on his face.

When Kus pokes his head back into view with an annoyed 
look, Cing zips back to his former position, all high and 
mighty like there’s no place better to be.
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SCENE 19 - IN THE CABIN, Kus goes up to the stewardess.

KUS
Excuse me, The captain said I 
could get some refreshments. How 
much is a bottle of water?

STEWARDESS
It’s 10 dollars.

KUS
10 DOLLARS? That’s how much a 
seat was at the airport! I want 
to speak to the captain.

Kus tries to squeeze past the food cart on the left, then 
on the right, but being unable, just climbs over the food 
cart and the stewardess.

The stewardess doesn’t seemed fazed by this and continues 
passing out sandwiches and drinks.

SCENE 20 - As we look up the aisle...

...we can see Kus going up to the cockpit as the stewardess 
carries on with her job. 

Kus can be seen tapping at the Captain’s shoulder once, 
then again but gets no response. He then does it to the Co-
Pilot, but also gets no response. We can hear the rain in 
the background by now.

The stewardess is now almost to the back of the plane again 
as Kus makes his way back to her.

He taps her on her shoulder.

KUS (CONT’D)
I think your captain needs a 
doctor.

STEWARDESS
A doctor? What is it?

KUS
How could you not know what a 
doctor is? Don’t you ever get 
sick? We see doctors when we 
don’t feel well. We need a doctor 
for the captain!

STEWARDESS
The captain? What is it?

Kus gives a “you’ve got to be kidding” look towards the 
camera.

CUT TO:
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SCENE 21 - COCKPIT

Kus drags the stewardess in to show off the captain and the 
co-pilot - who look like a pair of drooling zombies, eyes 
half opened, heads tilted to the side, tongue hanging out 
with drool, hand on the controls, but steady. Lightning 
flashes.

STEWARDESS
(as she taps the captain 
on his shoulder)

They look normal to me.

The captain slumps over. Thunder booms! *

KUS *
This is normal? *

STEWARDESS *
Oh, yes... they just need some *
fresh air. Let’s see here... *

She peers over the control panel a moment and... *

STEWARDESS (CONT’D) *
Ah, here it is. *

She presses a button, and both the captain and co-pilot are *
shot out of their seats and out of the plane through an *
overhead hatch. *

CUT TO:

SCENE 22 - CABIN

The passengers are feeling the shuddering and there are 
worried looks all around. The food and drink cart travels 
up and down the aisle and then it zooms towards the back. 
We can hear Cing yelp right before the sound of a crash.

CUT TO:

SCENE 23 - COCKPIT

KUS *
(stunned) *

What was that? *

STEWARDESS *
(innocently) *

Oops... wrong button. I’m always *
mixing the oxygen masks with the *
eject button. *

She presses the other button and oxygen masks drop into *
view as lightning flashes again. *
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STEWARDESS (CONT’D) *
Don’t worry. I know which button *
is for the Automatic Pilot. *

She presses another button. *

From a hidden panel in the cockpit, a robot quickly 
emerges, hops onto the co-pilot’s chair to take control. *

The plane stops shuddering, and the stewardess immediately 
turns back to the cabin.

CUT TO:

SCENE 24 - SKY

The plane is trying to hold steady as rain is pouring 
heavily. Lightning flashes.

CUT TO:

SCENE 25 - CABIN

Almost everyone is wearing oxygen masks now. Some are still *
fiddling with it. *

Jing stands up from his seat. He’s not wearing the mask. *

JING
Excuse me, but what is going on? 
We haven’t heard anything from 
the Pilot of Co-Pilot in a while. *
Why are the oxygen masks out? *

The Stewardess is sweetly pleasant.

STEWARDESS
Oh, don’t worry sir. It’s just 
some turbulence that’s causing 
the plane to shake. It’s just a *
little technical problem. It’s *
not like we lost our pilots. *

She quickly moves on, but Jing already has a worried look 
on his face.

One lady further back raises her hand.

LADY
Excuse me, miss. Did I hear you 
say the plane has a little *
technical problem? *

STEWARDESS
Yes, I did. *
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LADY
Well, this monkey next to me *
looks like aircraft engineer. Or *
maybe he’s just a monkey. *

The Stewardess looks over and sees SIFU MONKEY (wearing his 
usual Sifu outfit but with some tools - a screwdriver, a *
wrench - sticking out of his pocket). He’s not wearing the *
mask. *

She blinks. *

Sifu Monkey turns and gives a seriously annoyed look to the 
Stewardess.

SIFU MONKEY
Yes, I am a technical grease *
monkey. *

The stewardess shrugs. *

SCENE 26 - MEANWHILE AT THE BACK OF THE PLANE...

Cing sits up from under a pile of food packs and cans of *
soft drinks and bottles. He has a food pack in his mouth *
that he promptly swallows before he rips off his ‘seat-
belt’ and stomps towards the cabin.

CUT TO:

SCENE 27 - COCKPIT

Kus is hammering some boards into place to close up the *
open hatches. He then drops onto the Captain’s chair. The *
Stewardess comes in with Sifu Monkey. *

SIFU MONKEY
What is the nature of this *
technical problem? *

A red light starts flashing on the control panel, and with *
beeps. *

They all peer at the controls. Cing pops up behind them. *

CING
What is that? *

Sifu Monkey presses a bunch of buttons and a screen changes *
its display, rolling a lot of text. *

SIFU MONKEY
It is my ‘to do’ list. I was *
assigned to this plane but it *
appears that only now are we *
receiving the list of things to *
fix. *

11.
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(beat) *
Number one, fix food *
refrigeration unit; number two, *
label eject button; number three *
check oxygen flow does not flow *
through latrine; number four, fix *
landing gears. *

Kus, Cing and Stewardess look at each other worriedly. *

CING *
The food? *

KUS
The oxygen masks? *

They turn to the cabin and see... *

SCENE 28 - CABIN *

Most of the passengers have turned green with illness, more *
than half look like drooling zombies. Others are retching *
into air-sickness bags (or what have you - handbags, hats, *
out the window, into some woman’s wig, etc.) *

SCENE 29 - COCKPIT *

Cing suddenly hacks up the wrapper of the food pack he *
swallowed. It has a fish logo on it.

Cing sees the logo and panics (eyes go wide, etc) as the 
stewardess tears off a bill and hands it to Cing (who looks 
at the bill and panics again). Sifu Monkey turns his 
attention back to the cockpit.

SIFU MONKEY
This is very serious. We must get 
these people to the hospital or 
the sickness will spread!

Upon hearing that, an alarm goes off on the auto-pilot 
robot who starts to panic. It runs around the tiny cockpit, 
grabs a nearby parachute and jumps out the window! The 
plane begins to shudder and shake again. Lightning flashes *
and thunder crash! (Let that happen once in a while in the 
background, but not as loudly).

The Stewardess quickly turns back to the cabin...

SCENE 30 - CABIN

STEWARDESS
DOES ANYONE KNOW HOW TO FLY A 
PLANE?
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The zombie half just moan in response and the remaining 
passengers scream (except Jing’s daughter who’s enjoying 
the roller-coaster ride).

Cing steps in and presents the bill.

CING
Tear up this bill and I’ll fly 
the plane.

SCENE 31 - COCKPIT

(Note: We’re mostly in the Cockpit here, so intercut as 
needed.)

KUS
(waving his hand 
excitedly)

I can fly this plane.

SIFU MONKEY
You two have the cockpit.

(turns to the 
stewardess)

We’ll take care of everyone.

Sifu Monkey and the stewardess head back to the cabin 
leaving Cing and Kus in the cockpit. Kus immediately jumps 
into the pilot’s seat.

CING
What makes you think you’re 
flying this thing?

KUS
Because I got the controller.

Kus whips out the gaming console controller (from wherever) 
and plugs the wire into the planes control panel and 
suddenly, Kus has control of the plane.

KUS (CONT’D)
Use the radio to contact the 
nearest airport.

Cing reaches for the radio and as he’s about to speak into 
it, he hesitates. He turns to Kus.

CING
What exactly do I say?

KUS
Tell them what’s going on and 
that we need to land immediately.

Cing presses the button on the radio mike and speaks into 
it.
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CING
Hellooo... is anyone there...? 
We’re looking for the airport...

The radio crackles for a moment and then...

CONTROLLER
This is Langkawi Airport. 
Identify yourself! Name! Rank! 
Position! On the double!

The rough commands (given by the Snail Sargent Major as the 
Air Traffic Controller) causes Cing to fumble with the mike 
for a moment.

CING
(slightly panicking)

My name is Cing! No rank! My 
position is... I’m sitting in the 
co-pilot chair facing front... 
SIR!

CONTROLLER
No rank?! Why are you on this 
radio?

CING
Uh.. The pilot and co-pilot 
accidentally got ejected, and Kus *
got the controller so he’s flying 
the plane, but I wanted to do 
that. Instead he wants me to say 
to you that we need to land 
immediately. The monkey man said *
that the illness will spread if 
we don’t get to the people to the 
hospital... you know, that nice *
big white building with the funny *
smell and sick people?. *

Sifu Monkey pokes his head into the cockpit.

SIFU MONKEY
The passengers are getting worse, 
we must land now!

And he leaves. Kus looks over to Cing.

KUS
Tell him the weather is bad, the 
rain is heavy like a Jamaican 
summer and we can’t see the 
airport.

CONTROLLER
I heard that. We’ll turn on the 
lights.
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SCENE 32 - From the cockpit looking out into the heavy rain 
and thick black clouds, there is suddenly the landing strip 
lights turning on straight ahead. Some searchlight also 
come on that start to wave around in the sky.

SCENE 33- COCKPIT

KUS
Coolation, mon. Why didn’t you do 
that earlier?

CONTROLLER
Er... We were conserving 
electricity. 

(with conviction)
Save the planet!

KUS
Awesomation... Coming in for a 
landing.

Kus handles the controller like he’s playing his video game 
and the plane swerves with his movement.

CONTROLLER
Don’t forget to lower your 
landing gear.

Cing and Kus look at each other.

KUS
Find it, mon. Get the landing 
gear down!

Cing frantically searches the control panel in front of 
him, muttering as he scans and pushing buttons, pulling 
levers as he goes along, occasionally activating things as 
he mutters them out....

CING
Altimeter, speed, lights, horn, 
wipers, oxygen masks, radio, TV, 
seat adjustment

(Kus’ chair goes too 
high and down again)

Oops... coffee maker
(Cing tosses it aside)

Down button
(the planes drops)

Up button
(the plane comes back 
up)

Panic button
(we hear the passengers 
scream)

Ah, here it is...
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(then with satisfaction)
Landing Gear!

He pulls down the lever.

SCENE 34 - THE PLANE - EXT. *

We see the landing lights come up, and the landing gear *
starts to lower, but not all the way. *

SCENE 35 - THE COCKPIT. *

A warning light lights up on the control panel and it says *
“LANDING GEAR NOT DOWN” *

Kus and Cing’s eyes bulge sharply at it. *

Sifu Monkey pops his head in again.

SIFU MONKEY
I forgot to wish you, “Good 
Luck.” We’re all counting on you.

KUS *
GO FIX THE LANDING GEAR, YOU *
GREASE MONKEY! *

Thunder rumbles again as Sifu Monkey pops out of the 
cockpit.

Kus tries to turn to comment after Sifu Monkey, a little 
too much and the controller’s wire SNAPS! The plane begins 
to shudder again.

Kus looks at his disconnected controller...

KUS (CONT’D) *
Great ghost of Marley!

... and quickly tosses the controller to grab the actual 
plane controls.

There is barely any control now as every movement Kus makes 
with the steering causes the plane to lurch all over.

KUS (CONT’D)
Cing, I need help to control the 
plane.

He turns to Cing, but Cing looks like a drooling zombie!

Cing then shakes it off and...

CING
Just kidding.
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Cing grabs the steering control on his side and they manage 
to steady the plane although it’s still shuddering as the 
Air Traffic Controller speaks up again over the radio.

CONTROLLER
We have you boys on radar and 
you’re almost here. Have you got 
control of the plane?

CING
Yes, sir!

CONTROLLER
Is the landing gear down?

KUS
No, Mon! *

CONTROLLER
Prepare to initiate Emergency 
Landing Maneuver!

Cing and Kus look at each other again.

CING
What is that?

The Air Traffic Controller suddenly comes out of the radio 
mike and points towards a lever at the plane’s control 
panel...

CONTROLLER
Pull this lever now!

... and disappears into the mike just as suddenly.

A close up on the lever has the label above it that says 
“Emergency Landing Maneuver”.

Kus yanks the lever.

SCENE 36 - ON THE OUTSIDE, the plane screeches to a halt in 
mid-flight and just as it starts to drop, a huge parachute 
pops open to help the plane descend slowly and safely.

SCENE 37 - IN THE COCKPIT... Kus is looking up out of the 
windscreen.

KUS
Awesomation... you seeing this, 
Cing?

He turns to Cing who is now looking like a drooling zombie 
again.

Sifu Monkey pops his head in again.
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SIFU MONKEY
Did I tell you, “Good Luck?” 
We’re all counting on you.

.. And he pops out again just as...

SCENE 38 - ON THE OUTSIDE, just as the plane is about to 
touch the ground, it gets hit by lightning.

SCENE 39 - IN THE COCKPIT, the effects of the lightning 
strike is shown (pick an obvious visual).

SCENE 40 - ON THE OUTSIDE, the shock stops as the parachute 
disintegrates, the plane floats in mid-air (just slightly 
above the ground) for a beat and then drops with a crash(!) 
Sagging in various parts, looking very tired and worn out.

The rain starts to let up.

SCENE 41 - IN THE COCKPIT, No one is sitting in either 
pilot chair. Kus slowly comes up followed by a very 
frazzled looking Cing (and maybe a flaming whisker?)

CING
Are we there yet?

KUS
Yah, mon.

Sifu Monkey pops his head in again.

SIFU MONKEY
I just wanted to tell you...

KUS
Just stop, mon. Every time you do 
that, something bad happens.

CUT TO:

SCENE 42 - TARMAC

The passengers are all slowly disembarking. There are 
ambulances everywhere. 

Cing and Kus are walking away from the plane, looking a 
little tired.

CING
Isn’t it strange that the last 
lightning strike burnt out the 
poison in everyone that was 
affected? Like some kind of *
cleansing effect... *

KUS
Yah, strange.
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The Stewardess catches up to them.

STEWARDESS
Excuse me, Mr. Cing. May I have 
your bill please...

Cing hands over the bill.

CING
Are you going to tear it up?

The Stewardess scribbles on it and hands it back.

STEWARDESS
Have a nice day, Mr. Cing and 
please do fly with AsianAir 
Airlines again.

She then turns back towards the plane. 

Cing looks at the bill and his eyes bulge in shock.

CING
THEY’RE CHARGING US FOR DAMAGING 
THE PLANE!

Kus just continues walking.

KUS
Good luck paying that off, mon.

Just as he says “Good Luck,” one more bolt of lightning 
strikes Cing, and just as quickly, everything...

CUT TO:

BLACK

~END~
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